GAMS-related Courses and Workshops

Whether you are new to GAMS or already an experienced user looking to deepen or expand your knowledge in a certain area - take a look at our diverse list of GAMS related courses. From basic introductions to equilibrium or agricultural modeling these courses meet your needs in your area of interest. Courses are taught by domain experts at locations worldwide.

Scheduled courses for 2015 include:

April
- Introduction to Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) Modeling
- Modeling and Optimization with GAMS Fundamentals

May
- Practical General Equilibrium Modeling with GAMS
- Energy and Environmental CGE Modeling with GAMS
- Translating Analytical Theories into Simulation Models

June
- Agro-Economic Modeling with GAMS
- Practical General Equilibrium Modeling with GAMS
- Energy and Environmental CGE Modeling with GAMS
- Advanced Techniques in General Equilibrium Modeling with GAMS
- Overlapping Generation General Equilibrium Modeling with GAMS

July
- STAGE Model Short Course 2015

August
- Basic GAMS Modeling
- Advanced GAMS Modeling

September
- Climate and Trade Policy Analysis with GAMS and MPSGE

For more information please visit: http://www.gams.com/courses.htm